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PREFACE
Considering the sensitivity and seriousness of the topic, the best way of writing preface
would be by quoting the various judgments of the Hon. Supreme Court of India, which has
summarised the issues in various cases and they are as under:

 "Undue accretion of assets of legislators and their associates is certainly a matter
which should alarm the citizens and voters of any truly democratic society. Such
phenomenon is a sure indicator of the beginning of a failing democracy. If left
unattended it would inevitably lead to the destruction of democracy and pave the
way for the rule of mafia. .... Accumulation of wealth in the hands of elected
representatives of the people without any known or by questionable sources of
income paves way for the rule of mafia substituting the rule of law .... The
increasing role of money power in elections is too well known and is one of the
maladies which sometimes reduces the process of election into a mere farce by
placing some privileged candidates with financial resources in a distinctly
advantageous position as compared to other candidates. The result of such an
election cannot reflect the true choice of the people. The system also sometimes
deprives qualified and able persons of the prerogative to represent masses." (Lok
Prahari v/s Union of India 2018) SC India
 "Disclosure of contributions minimizes the potential for abuse of the campaign
finance system. Disclosure requirements are in part justified, based on a
governmental interest in ‘providing the electorate with information about the
sources of election-related spending .... the appearance of corruption stemming
from public awareness of the opportunities for abuse inherent in a regime of large
individual financial contributions.” (Shaun Mccutcheon v/s Federal Election
Commission 2014) SC United States
 "We can't close our eyes to the reality of the unwholesome influence which money
power exerts on the political system in this country."( Election Commission Of
India vs Bajrang Bahadur Singh 2015) SC India
 "It is worth saying that systemic corruption and sponsored criminalisation can
corrode the fundamental core of elective democracy and, consequently, the
constitutional governance .... Criminalisation of politics is absolutely unacceptable.
Corruption in public life is indubitably deprecable. The citizenry has been
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compelled to stand as a silent, deaf and mute spectator to the corruption either
being helpless or being resigned to fate..." (Krishnamoorthy vs Sivakumar 2015)
SC India
 "The availability of large funds does ordinarily tend to increase the number of

votes a candidate will receive. If, therefore, one political party or individual has
larger resources available to it than another individual or political party, the
former would certainly, under the present system of conducting elections, have an
advantage over the latter in the electoral process." (Kanwar Lal Gupta v Amar
Nath Chawla) SC India
 "The view of ours is more so apt in the present day context, wherein money power

virtually controls the whole field of election and that people are taken for a ride by
such unscrupulous elements who want to gain the status of a Member of Parliament
or the State Legislature by hook or crook" (Ashok Shankarrao Chavan v/s Dr.
Madhavrao Kinhalkar 2014) SC India
 "For democracy to survive, rule of law must prevail, and it is necessary that the
best available men should be chosen as people's representatives for proper
governance of the country. This can best be achieved through men of high moral
and ethical values who win the elections on a positive vote obtained on their own
merit and not by the negative vote of process of elimination based on comparative
demerits of the candidates. It is also necessary that the impact of money power
which has eliminated from electoral contest many men of undoubted ability and
credibility for want of requisite financial support should be able to re-enter the
field to make the people's choice meaningful. This can be achieved only if elections
are contested on a positive vote and the comparison is between the merits and
abilities of the contestants without the influence of power and self and not between
their comparative demerits and the support of money power. Apart from the other
adverse consequences, the growing influence of money power has also the effect of
promoting criminalisation of politics.…" (Yeshwantrao Gadakh v/s Balsaheb Vikhe
Patil 1993) SC India
The above observations clearly reveal the gravity of the issue of misuse of money
power in elections.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE
ISSUE - MONEY POWER IN
ELECTIONS

CHAPTER ONE

Elections are sine qua non for any democracy and it is the bedrock for establishing
representative democratic institutions (i.e. the governments). The elections have to be free
and fair, to represent the true will of people. It is the Election Commission that has a

Elections &
Democracy

Constitutional role of conducting free and fair elections.
The main stake holders of elections are Political Parties and the Candidates.
Political Parties propagate 'ideologies of their party' and publish the 'manifesto of their
party'. Political parties play a key role in representative government by nominating
candidates for elections and running the governments when they are the ruling party or
holding governments accountable when they are in opposition.
Money is thus ubiquitous in politics. Money reflects and shapes the political
competition. Access to resources is an important factor that brings success in elections.
Money is also a channel of political participation for the citizens. Donating money

Political
Financing

is one form to participate in the political process. When members pay membership fees to
political parties, activists make donations to election campaigns and interest groups fund
the lobbying activities.
Fig. 1 - Political Financing

.The Political financing has 2
types of funding: - (a) funds for party
organisation

and

(b)

funds

for

election campaign. The Fig. 1 gives

Narrow meaning:
 Party Headquarter

narrow and extended definition of the



same. These fininacial requirement
are arranged through various sources
mainly through donations

Election
Campaign

Party
Organisation

Parliamentary Group

Extended meaning:
 Party Foundations


Think Tanks



Lobbyist

Narrow meaning:
 Party Funding


Candidate Funding

Extended meaning:
 Fund Raisers


Independent
Spendings

However fund raising and expenditure depends on the strength, popularity and
position of the party. This can result in unequal power among parties. Parties and
candidates that spend more money have edge over those, who have less money. The use
of money to buy votes or to buy less serious contesting candidates is another risk of
money power.
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Money
Power

'Money power' has slowly turned into a menace. The money has become a
powerful tool; and abuse and misuse of Money power is a potential threat to free and fair
election. The nexus of money power with muscle power and criminals, has aggravated the
issue.
The abuse of money power in election opens an array of evil effects; leading to
vicious circle of 'need of money by taking favours' and then 'need to return favours
after election'. This vicious circle has given rise to the so-called criminalisation of politics.
This way, the criminals enter the Parliament and then make laws that favour those, who
have funded their elections. This labyrinth has been created by excess money. The fig 2
gives the representation of the 'vicious cycle of money'.
Fig 2
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Vicious cycle
of money

This issue has been fagged by Elections Commissions, Courts, CSO, activists,
NGOs throughout the world; and their concern is reflected through various Orders of

Issue
recognition

Election Commissions, Judgements & observations of the Court, enactments of law &
rules by the Governments, Voice of CSO/ Activist / NGO's etc.
India had its first ever elections between 25 October 1951 and 27 March 1952 for

Issue
India

in

the formation of Lok Sabha and Vidhan Sabha. The First Lok Sabha was constituted on
17 April 1952. It was 3 decades later that the presence of money and muscle power was
noticed in elections. Since then there have been continuous efforts to combat these issues
in elections.
In India, the number of rich candidates contesting elections has steadily been
increasing over the last decade. As a result, there is a possible correlation between the

rise in rich
candidates

amount of money candidates spend during campaigning and their likelihood of winning.
The research by Association for Democratic Reforms (ADR), an NGO, on this topic
highlights this issue. As per its report, the total expenditure incurred by national parties
during the Lok Sabha elections amounted to 269.42 crores in 2004, 875.81 crores in 2009
and 1308.75 crores in 2014. Over a 10-year period, the total amount of campaign
expenditures incurred by Lok Sabha has increased by 386%. This again is the tip of the
iceberg as the hidden expenditure of the parties and candidates is not included.
On the other hand, the number of rich candidates having assets of more than 1
Crore has nearly doubled in small states such as Manipur, Meghalaya, West Bengal and
Goa. In addition, 72% of state legislatures across India comprise of members of whom
more than 50% are such rich candidates. Out of the 521 winners analysed during the 2009
Lok Sabha elections, 58% were rich candidates having more than 1 crore asset, whereas
among the 542 winners analysed during the 2014 elections, 82% were such rich persons.
From 76% in the 2009 Lok Sabha elections, Andhra Pradesh had 100% such rich MPs in
the 2014 Lok Sabha elections. Chhattisgarh had 13% of rich MPs in the 2009 Lok Sabha
elections, which increased to 91% in the 2014 elections.
In local body elections the situation is much worse. The numbers of contesting
candidates are almost 15 to 20 lakh in a state like Maharastra and the officially permitted
expenditure is estimated to be 12,000 crore for all the candidates. The illegitimate
expenses are said to be ranging between 2 times to 8 times, which amounts to 24 thousand
crore to 1 lakh crore. This is huge and alarming.
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regarding
local body

There is no denial of the fact that financial affluence translates into electoral
advantage and so richer candidates and parties have a greater chance of winning elections.
Money shapes the process of political competition and influences policy making. In each
of these contexts money is a double edged sword. Worst is happening when corporate,
interest houses and business houses participate with intent to influence policies of
governance and attain quid pro quo.
By advent of print and electronic media, social media, online transactions and
latest technologies, this menace has grown into uncontrollable form. Use of print and
electronic media for publishing paid news during election to influence the voters is
another threat. Similarly the use of social media to spread negative pictures of contesting
candidates is also another problem during elections.
Another threat is vote buying, which is difficult to detect as there is mutual benefit
and consensus among both the buyer and the voters. Due to lack of complaints and lack of
machinery to effectively and instantly take action, the Vote buying has transformed into
forward market type of transaction with coupons, vouchers and slips being distributed
well ahead of election to avoid detection.
It is for this reason, there is acute need to discuss on this menace and plan various
strategies that can be adopted to combat the evils of money power and its abusive nexus
with the muscle power.
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politics
is
now
a
business,
than service

CHAPTER TWO

Global
GLOBAL
Scenario
SCENARIO
The phenomenon of money power and its misuse is present globally, almost in all
democracies. However the menace varies from country to country, depending on the
policies, laws & measures adopted by them. The role of other stakeholders especially the

global
menace

non-profit and social organisations is also equally important.
Since 2004, there has been efforts to collect and publish data by organisations like

International
initiatives

The International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA), Transparency
International (TI), the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), The Carter
Center, and also transnational organizations like the Council of Europe (GRECO) or the
United Nations (UNCAC), which launched initiatives in the field of political financing.
Topics like 'regulations and subsidies', 'transparency', 'reporting' etc have been covered in
these debates. IDEA had compiled data of as many as 180 countries.
These organisations have held conventions and assessed the data to come with
some recommendations. The Fig 3 (table) gives the idea of discussions held in these
conferences. The initiatives of non-profit organizations have made valuable contributions
to suggest the ways in which contemporary democracies regulate political financing. The
international debate on campaign finance reforms focuses on three important areas viz. a)
unfair competition, b) abuse of administrative resources and c) donations from the private
sector and the public financing.
Fig 3. (table)

Topics discussed in recommendations on political financing
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United Nations
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They observed that, the following measures were adopted by different countries
with different degree and with differing policies, thus the success was limited.
1. Banning and Limiting: This is applicable for both 'sourcing of funds' and to

Banning /
Limiting

'election expenditure'. Certain countries have limited or banned the sources of
financing; while some countries have limited the spending and few have done
both. Spending limits are based on the idea that all competitors should have access
to similar amounts during campaigns. It was concluded that, to know the efficacy
of this measures there is need to know that, how the regulations have evolved over
time and to know the extent to which such bans and limits are implemented in
practice.
2. Reporting and Disclosure: While most countries have introduced requirements
concerning transparency of political financing, the devil is in the detail. Reporting
varies widely concerning activities and organizations covered (party organizations,
candidates, fundraising organizations, donors) and in the details of information
(assets and liabilities, income and expenses, organization costs, electioneering
activities, political advertising). In many countries campaign finance regulations
still deny public access to data on political funding. The long way to full &
complete disclosure includes access of citizens on demand (citizen have right to
ask for information) or publishing reports in public gazettes or websites. However,
-6-

Reporting
/Disclosure

just a few countries have implemented modern standards of disclosing detailed
electronic records on political financing to the public.
3. Public oversight: In many countries there is a wide gap between the law and its
enforcement. Public oversight has a prominent place in implementation of political

State
oversight

finance regulations. The first question concerning public oversight is which
institution holds the power to review reports of the parties and campaign financing,
and how independent such institution is from political influence. Another factor is
whether the institution has the resources and expertise to investigate malfeasance.
Finally, whether the sanctions that exist for transgressions have actually been
applied.
4. Media & Civil Societies (Watchdogs): In many countries civil society activists
have kept the debate on campaign finance reform on their main agenda. They put

media
&
civil society

pressure on state oversight bodies to enforce compliance with legislation and they
engage with parties, candidates and donors to comply with standards. Where party
accounts and campaign finance are disclosed to the public, civil society
organizations have gathered, analyzed and compiled information on campaign
finance.
Universal standards and best practices were discussed in these conventions and
'commonly agreed initiatives' and recommendations are as given below:
A. Transparency: The universally accepted principle is transparency. Transparency
has been mentioned in all conferences as a fundamental principle of political
finance regulation. It is the transparency that 'builds the trust' of voters.
B. Government should abstain from influencing elections: Experts agree abuse of
government resources by those in power or by unilaterally subsidizing some
expenditure of political parties unbalance the level playing field in election.
C. Small donations: Most experts agree on the view that small donations from
private citizens play a positive role in funding democratic parties. Small donations
show linkage with the electorate and do not threaten equal access by all to
policymakers.
D. Closing the gap between law and practice: In many countries the legal
framework does not reflect what happens in practice. Experts agree that pro-forma
regulations do undermine public trust in the system and should be avoided by a
more active role of oversight bodies and application of sanctions.
-7-

commonly
agreed
initiatives

The 'controversial initiatives' with ambiguity in laws are as below:
A. Limiting or banning corporate funding: Different countries have different
philosophies on these initiatives. UK Supreme Court in case of Electoral
Commission (Respondent) v City of Westminster Magistrates Court (Respondent)
and The United Kingdom Independence Party (Appellant) upheld that
impermissible donations received by a political party (UKIP) was illegal under the
Political Parties, Elections and Referendums Act 2000 ("PPERA"), however it
rejected forfeiture of such amount.
B. Limiting spending: The advocates and opponents of spending limits base their
arguments on different concepts of democracy. For advocates of spending limits
argues that spending limits are a safeguard for equal access to power by all. For
opponents, spending money on political campaigns stands for free speech and any
limitation of spending is indirect censorship. In US the landmark judgment of
Supreme Court in the case of Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1 (1976) the Court struck
down limits on expenditures by candidates and also independent expenditures (i.e.,
expenditures by groups or individuals other than candidates and political parties).
Court again in 2010 in case of Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission,
558 U.S. 310 (2010) reiterated that corporations and unions can spend as much
money as they want to help political candidates win elections.
C. Public financing is equally controversial, though there is a trend in providing
some kind of public funding in many countries. Those who oppose public funding
argue that the party is delinked from the electorate. Others who support Public
funding argue that it brings in equality among candidates by limiting and bringing
in equal expenditure by them out of public money and this reduces the risk of
increasing corruption
Fighting undue influence of political financing requires a clear understanding of the
difference between unlawful influence on elected governments, by those which funded
the elections and undue favour by breach of trust of voters. Transparency requirements
enable the media, public interest groups and parties to engage in this debate.
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Controversial
initiatives

Initiatives taken by SEC
Maharashtra
SEC invited scholars, finance experts, executives, bankers, chartered accountants,
lawyers, legal experts, retd. Judges etc from all possible connected field and had
extensive deliberations, debates and in-depth study on this topic. The deliberations helped
SEC Maharashtra in taking various actions:
 SEC Order dated 7/2/1995 regarding election expenditure

Limits
on
expenditure
& disclosure

 Limit on election expenditure is prescribed.
 Candidates to submit election expenditure daily. If not submitted, the
election result is withheld till submission.
 Candidate to submit Total expenditure and Affidavit within 30 days from
result. Non submission was considered a serious violation.
 Candidate to maintain proper books of accounts reflecting true and
complete record.
However there were no penal provisions and political parties were out of
ambit.
 In 2008, Act was amended with provision of Disqualification. Contesting
Candidates may be disqualified for 3 years on grounds of Not lodging Accounts

Disqualification

in time / Not Lodging in manner prescribed by SEC; and having no satisfactory
reason for such. As per Court ruling, SEC can check correctness of accounts of
Election Expenses and may disqualify the Candidate for 3 years.
 SEC has by 2016 Order directed that Election Expenses incurred by Candidate
shall cover 3 types of expenses, (a) incurred by himself (b) incurred by the

Expenses by
candidates
& by others

Political Party for the said candidate (c) incurred by Other Persons / Organisation,
for or on behalf of candidate like friends, relatives, well wishers etc
 SEC vide its 2016 Order directed the candidates to submit their sources of funds

Disclosure
of source

along with daily expenses on daily basis and total expenses and affidavit within 30
days from declaration of result. This is applicable to all contesting candidates i.e.
winning as well as losing candidates.
 SEC vide its 2016 Order directed the Political Parties to submit local body wise,
(a) sources of funds (b) expenses made by the party in general (c) expenses made
by the party for its candidates (d) list of contesting candidates and (e) affidavit.
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Disclosure
by political
parties

 System of Static Surveillance Team, Video Surveillance Team, Flying squads,

vigil during
elections

Video Viewing Team, etc. are used to keep vigilance on the activities during
elections.
 Constituting of Election Monitoring Committee at 3 levels (State, District and
Local Body level): The Committee consists of members from Police, Excise,
Income Tax, Sales Tax, Banks, PWD, Rural Development and all such department.

three tier
monitoring

The Lower Committee will perform function through its department staff spread in
the District/ Corporation. Committee shall take action on Model Code of conduct
complaints and violations, Monitor Huge Cash Transactions, monitor Flying Squad
and Surveillance Team, Paid News Monitoring, enquire into candidate’s expenses,
etc
 Deregistration of Political Parties (first such action in the country). Around 220
registered political parties were deregistered which were found violating the

Deregistration
of
political
parties

orders of SEC.
 Strict action as per law, when caught while distribution of Cash, liquor and other

strict action

articles among voters. (bribery u/s 171 Indian Penal Code on both the giver and
the taker)
 Model Code of conduct is published in advance, copies disseminated freely,

model code
of conduct

parties and candidates made aware of code in meetings and code is as strictly
implemented when violation are noticed.
 Income Tax Officers are appointed as expenditure observer to keep track of

expenditure
observer

keenly contested wards.
 Citizen Forum / Council which includes senior citizens, retired election personnel,

'CoP' mobile
app

NGOs, etc. to keep vigil on violation of model code of conduct, facility of mobile
app 'Cop - Citizens on Patrol' for logging complaint anonymously and action
response in real time.
 Mobile application 'True Voter' for submitting the election expenditure to enable
online daily election expenditure submission. Daily sharing of data with MCC staff
and Election Monitoring Committee.

Dashboards is available for effective

management, monitoring and control. In built procedure in software is made for
receiving Public Objections, Monitoring Committee Remarks and checking
deviations from Standard rate. Online procedure and process of disqualification is
also provided.
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'True Voter'
mobile app

 Campaign by SEC for educating the voters on the legal provisions against bribery,
campaign through schools and colleges against bribery, campaign through

campaign for
ethical voting

advertisements in Media for ethical voting, involvement of NGOs and civil society
organizations to spread the message against bribery.
 Provisions for making available the collected data in timely, reliable, accessible
and intelligible manner. Timely information is key where civil society
organizations get involved as watchdogs. Delayed Information is less relevant for

Disclosure
with
innovative
ways and
deeper
penetration

public discussion and lacks strength. SEC puts maximum information in public
domain by various means, mediums and ways. For example, profile, assets, income
and criminal antecedents of all candidates are made available to voters via
traditional public notice as well as by news paper advertisement, putting huge flex
outside polling station and at prominent location, on website, through mobile app,
through AI (Articficial intelligence) by chatbot on facebook messenger etc. These
all innovative means increased the transparency.
 SEC took help of NGO's to provided such well analysed data to public at large.

Data
analysis

 Study, Research & Experimentations: SEC partnered with organisations like
Gokhale Institute, Mumbai University etc to carry study and research on local
body elections.
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Research

PLAN FUTURE STRATEGIES
SEC continuously learns from the past experiences and the international best
practices; take cue from the field / expert agencies and observations of Court and combats
the new methods and techniques of abuse of Money Power to make elections free, fair
and transparent. SEC also submits proposals for reforms and regulations to the State
Legislature, wherever needed.
Following are the areas where SEC suggested initiatives and strategies for future:
 Proposal for amendment of State Election Commissioner (Qualification &
Appointment) Act of 1994, necessary for independence of SEC and for
strengthening of SEC are already submitted to the government.
 SEC is already drafting a reformed law for the 'Representation to Panchayats and
Municipalities Act'
 SEC is planning to devise system for gathering intelligence or system for sharing
of intelligence from sources like Banks, RBI, Income Tax, CIU, DRI, FTU,
CBDT, IB, CID etc
 Taking measures for maximum Transparency as possible by (a) E-filing of
accounts of Party and candidates made compulsory (b) Separate bank account for
Campaign expense of the Political Party during election period (c) Funds received
during campaign period by Political Parties and candidates need disclosure during
election period (d) Limited Direct State funding of campaign expense of political
parties, (media expense or Public rallies) to leverage transparency (e) Restraint on
receipt of anonymous donations by parties and candidates during election period
 Reporting system in elections to make timely and regular flow of data.
 SEC already made a few software and mobile apps for gathering data
 SEC suggested the Candidates to declare 'constituency development plan' before
campaign / elections and Political Parties to submit 'manifesto' as a legal
requirement. Later every year winning candidates to publicise in public domain
the 'plan fulfilment report' and ruling political party to 'report card' about fulfilling
of promises from their manifesto. It will be published in public domain for
enabling voters to take conscious decision during next polls.
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 Funding political causes, campaigns and parties through legitimate channel of
political participation.
The strategies need to be in consonance with the global principles and initiatives, in
adaptation with local circumstances
 maximum Transparency,
 Fullest Disclosure,
 regular Reporting,
 controlling Oversight,
 stronger Regulations,
 continuous Reforms,
 optimum Bans & Limitations,
 effective implementation of existing provisions and
 closing the gap between law & practice.
Given below are the areas wherein initiatives need to be planned to reach goal /
remove deficit, by using the tools as suggested globally in various conventions and
conferences.
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AREA

DEFECIT

1. Political Competition
Abuse of administrative resources
• ban on funding by public entities
• limit the term of office of elected representatives
• regulate use of state media
• frame rules on government advertising
• bring reforms in civil servants attitude towards elections

DEFECIT

REMEDIES

Large private donations
• ban & limits on private funding
• public subsidies replacing private donations
• shaming & blaming of large donations
• balance of power including organised interest groups

REMEDIES

GOAL
Promoting fair competition
• limit the spending
• distribution criteria - equal / past performance /market
DEFECIT

Cartelization of public funding
• avoiding thresholds
• state funding through market mechanism

AREA
GOAL

REMEDIES

2. Political Participation

Strengthening Party organisations

• subsidies for specific branches
• incentive for fund raising
• Transparency first
GOAL

REMEDIES

REMEDIES

Grassroot funding
• tax deduction for donations
• tax rebate for donations
• matching funda
• citizen membership vouchers
• legal framework
• technical support

REMEDIES
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AREA
GOAL

3. Influence
Regaining trust
• bans & limitations on private donations
• public scrutiny on private donations
• balance of power (organised interest groups)

DEFECIT

REMEDIES

corruption through political donations
• public sector reforms
• limiting political influence on civil servants
REMEDIES
• limiting political appointments on different posts
• reforming vulnerable sectors like procurement, revenue, loans etc
AREA

GOAL

4. Oversight
Control State Oversight
• strengthen independence of election commission
• power to investigate & apply sanctions
• suffient resources to conduct elections
• promote auditing skills

GOAL

Civil Society Role

• keep political finance reforms on agenda
• pressure state oversight
• pressure political parties for compliance of law
• informing voters on campaign finance flow
GOAL

REMEDIES

TOOLS

Reporting & Disclosure
• rules for comprehensive and detailed reporting
• timely, accessible and intelligible disclosure
• standard of electronic data sets

REMEDIES
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